
1.5 Directional Derivative and GradientVector 14.5, 1-

leftout, but used, in this. In thBp81751413

Ref. Atrace curve (for short, tracein R3
isa

curve in RB obtained by intersecting.
-

a surface in RRP (eg. the graph of z =f(x,y) with
a plane in IR3

Directional Derivative
for some 30,

X

· Let f:D*- M2 with 140, y0):=P.CD2 =IR andNg (14o,yo)D2
z

0 Recall Partial Derivatives n fix

Yo

·No, yol:=Iim Myol-flt L
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is the rateof change off at (40,40) in the direction ofi
z

· IYo,y0).--fo,yo fix
n
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*-sy↓

is the rateof change off at (40,4o) in the directionof
-

· Now take any it vector i =<nx, y) My
Let The directional derivative off at Ho,to) in the direction of t is

Dat (X,wr):=
limux,Gothug)-f(x,you ⑧

2 -0

So Df(Xo,fo) is the rate of change of fat (40,40) in the directionof

D For any (nonzero) vector E.
-

The directional derivative off at Moto) in the direction of is

If(xosgos) onmalige to



Geometric Interpretation of 14,5'2
& Directional Derivative

when Ilull=1.
Dif (x,y0) -

for z =f(x,y) and i =xu,,42)
-

graph isa surface in RR3 I direction in xy-plane

getsurface
I

↓
- B

⑭

⑲

-
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· How to compute Dif?..... Use gradient (nextpage)



Ref If f:D-Rwith 4 =(x, y)3D2 =12, then 14.5,3

· the gradientvector (for short, gradient) of fis

** =L) -bra
*Prof. G.-1

=Ez(x,y)
=(,(x,y),(x,y)) E↳ long version

I
remind us II isa vector and f:D+V2.

Ex. If f(x,y,z) =x2 +y+24, then it =( ,*z)=(2x,3y2,423).
Acall Directional perivative is defined by a fit.

Inm Directional Derivative as a reduct - easier than a limit,

· Letf:D*- 12with 140, y0):=PoED2 =M2 andNg(io,yo)EDm530.
·Take ANY(non zero) VECTOR Iin R. remember,

L normalon book often leave
outthisword) ↓

The diminal derivative off at Poin the direction ofi is

I "En* lo.4. Foll Ageneral
case

So if itisunit vector
(i.e. 1111=1) then

Daf
=xf . *unit vector

case

S

Recall (Pf(yo, 40) is the rate of change of fat (40,Y0)

in the directionof



Recall Example from514.3 (andDesmos) 14,5,4

-
*1. Let

f(x,y) =N9 - x2 - yzae (9 - x2-y2)
42

- X
-1.1.1 (x,y) =

Ay
- y
--1.2 fy(x,y) - -

19 - x2-yz
1.3 fy(1,2) =- 1

E

Let continue with this example

-

1.4 fx (1,2) =Itty ==- I
-
X

1.5 f(x,y)
=

(fx,fy) =( vitys, -y)
1.6 f(1,2) =(fx)),2),ty(4z)) =( -I, - 1)

1.7Find the (directionall derivative of I at the point (1,2)

soln in the direction ofE =< 3,4).

Want -

(P)) know. If
D

(1,2) ↳
- =<-z,-1).

-I(()(3)+()(4) ==(t)

⑰



More Have/fix a function z =f(x,y) and
a point4. 14,5,5

Think a letting vary the: it direction
Get

Daf/p =fp.t =11f//car (45t1,andl
e

14 AlpandE) varies from 0 -> H

so car (4 5t1,andE) varies from 1190 -> -1

SO PitIp
varies from 14pl) -> 0 -> - lEfll

max ↑

SO as the direction is varies gets min I

call (Pf(X, 40) is the rate of change of fat (40,40) in the direction oft

us ata point P

of increases mustrapidly in thedirection of fly,we rate of change=11t1).
of decreases mustrapidly in thedirection of **flp,n rate of change -11,1):

andif fl8.

· f does not vary if flyt.
S



Revisit Ex1. f(x,y)=Ay2 and P = 11,2). 14.5.6
①

It AD

L-1.5 f(x,y)
=

(fx,ty) =Ezy,y)
1,bYf(1,2) =(fx)),2),ty(4z)) =( -I, - 1)
New:

1.8 Atthe point P=(1,2), E =f(x,y) is increasing most

rapidly in the direction of-))*-62)
- - -jk =I5Il = =E =E=I,-)
key observation. f(1,2) = 1774 =2

50 (1,2) ison thelevel curve f(x,y)=2,, i.e. ity=2

⑰
W,

x+y2. =5
direction increases mostrapidly, ps 5 = 2,2

*
/

can review atDesmos H.I. I on level sets.

Now look at Desmos 14.5.1 on gradient

The For a differentiable z =f(x,y) and a point 4 =(4, 40)
9845
If the 8, then

* flp is north(the levelcurveonethreedive

Let's see what can get from this thmos. ->

m



So than gives: 14,5,7

X(Xr,y0)

tangentline I atto the level setf(x,y)= fp1flco
nee

line I is contained in a plane 8 that: ↓· thru point (No, 40,0)
· has normal vector (fxle.ty)pr10).

So the equation of P (in3D) is:

d (x(p.) (x - x0) + (fy)po) (y - y) +0(z -0) =0

So the equation of thetangentline (in xy-plane)

**ss =0.in short

-.
· (x-xo,y-y0)=0.

#19 Find the equation of the tangent line I
-

to the level Setf(x,y) =2 at the pointP=(1,2)

San f (1,2) * -,-1).

( - 2, -1).(x - 1,y - 2) =0

- I(x - 1) -(y - z) =0

Rik:in slope-inter septform, 2 isf(x) =

- -x+ E.



Recall 14.5,8

The For a differentiable z =f(x,y) and a point 4 =(4, 40)
9845
If the 8, then

* flig is normal to (the level curve thin Pol.
I

Ahy? Follows from chain rule see page 845,

a constant c =f(xH), y(t)) · Next Yat both sides to get

O ->

+-),2) =Ef.)
So f isnormal to tang.reator" so is normal to the level curve,

New and similar

Thm If W =f(x,y,z) isa diff. scalar-valuedfunction

↑849
and FCA) =[XA),y(), z1A)) isa smooth path,

then W =f(xH), y(t),z(t)) is diffentiable (w.r.+,A)
and

f(t) =f(F(A)) .v (A)

,
Remark: because i differentiates coord-wise,

scalar Vector

I


